
Samsung Unlocking Instructions 

Go to: www.ExpressUnlocks.com to purchase your code! 

 

NOTE: If you enter a code and it shows 'Phone Freeze', this means the phone has been hard locked due to the 
number of wrong attempts. If you need the Freeze Codes, please contact me on prices. 
 
 
How to Enter 'Phone Freeze' Codes 

 
1) With wrong sim enter 8 digit freeze code press ok button 
2) Then enter network unlock code 
 
Do NOT use: #7465625*638*code# 

 
 
How to Enter Unlock Codes on a BlackJack (i607/i617), Jack i637, or Samsung T939 (Behold 2) 

 
1) Power on with Incorrect SIM 
2) Phone will prompt for Network Pin 
3) Use Code provided and press OK 
 
ERROR MESSAGE: WRONG PASSWORD or INVALID CODE - If you receive one of these messages when 

entering the code for the Blackjack, the phone is likely to be refurbished. In cases like these, unlocking of the phone 
by code cannot be done, only by machine. Many cell phone shops do carry hardware devices (NsPro Box) to remove 
the unlock from the phones.  
 
NOTE: If you are unable to connect to service provider or unable to make out going calls or recieve messages, this 
has nothing to do with your phone being locked or not, you need to force the BlackJack to change to GSM mode, this 
can be done as follows: 
1) Power on your Phone 
2) Enter *#1546792*# 
3) Select Option 3 Network & Call Settings 
4) Select option 5 Network Mode 
5) Select GSM 

 
 
How to Enter Unlock Codes on a Samsung A117, A137, A167, A177, A237, A257 (Magnet), A436, A437, A517, 
A637, A657, A707, A717, A727, A737, A747 (SLM), A757, A767 (Propel), A777, A787, A797 (Flight), A817, A827 
(Access), A837 (Rugby), A867 (Eternity), A877 (Impression), A887 (Sostice), C417, i907 (Epix), X497, ZX10, 
ZX20, T219, T229, T239, T309, T319, T339, T429, T459 (Gravity), T469 (Gravity 2), T609, T639, T729 (Blast), 
T739, T749 (Highlight), T819, T919 (Behold), T929 (Memoir) 

 
1) Power on without SIM card 
2) Compose: #7465625*638*CODE# (by "CODE" I mean the unlock code I gave you) 
 
Not Yet Personalized - If you see this message, it is another way of saying the phone is already unlocked. 

 
 
How to Enter Unlock Codes on a A127, P777, D307, D357, D407, D807, T539 (Beat), T629, Z105 and Z107: 

 
1) Power on without SIM card 
2) Compose: #0111*CODE# (by "CODE" I mean the unlock code I gave you) 
 
Not Yet Personalized - If you see this message, it is another way of saying the phone is already unlocked. 

 
 

How to Enter Unlock Codes on Samsung (all other models): 

http://www.expressunlocks.com/


 

1) Switch ON your phone with a not accepted SIM card 

2) Phone will ask for the "Password" 

3) You can now enter the unlock code 

 

Not Yet Personalized - If you see this message, it is another way of saying the phone is already unlocked. 


